ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Cancer is a genetic disease. Tumour initiation and progression result from the activation of oncogenes and the inactivation of tumour suppressor genes [8, 34] . Genomic instability is a hallmark of cancer and most cancers display various genomic alterations, such as losses, gains and amplifications of chromosome regions. Cancerassociated gains and amplifications are thought to be responsible for oncogene activation and chromosomal deletions are thought to result in the inactivation of at least one copy of a tumour suppressor gene, the other copy being inactivated by a point mutation or other genetic or epigenetic event [25] .
Large-scale analysis of genomic alterations is now possible with array-CGH (comparative genomic hybridisation) [30, 26] . Fragments of genomic DNA are spotted as probes on a glass slide and hybridised with a mixture of tumour and normal DNA, labelled with two different fluorophores. An alternative approach to the spotting of genomic DNA fragments is the use of cDNA arrays [27] or oligonucleotide arrays [14, 11] . The data obtained with array-CGH techniques should provide a rapid, precise identification of the chromosomal regions altered in tumours. An increasing number of tools (see, in particular, CGHAnalyzer [17] , ChARMView [19] ) have recently become available for managing, discretising, visualising sets of CGH profiles. CGHAnalyzer also provides statistical tools for supervised or unsupervised analysis of sets of genes, based * to whom correspondence should be addressed on copy number status, with or without discretisation. However, transverse analyses of array-CGH profiles to define genomic regions frequently subject to copy-number change are frequently performed manually, as a preliminary step before further analysis (see, among others [32, 29, 5] ). Attempts have recently been made to construct common alteration regions automatically [2, 31] , but this crucial task is still mostly carried out on a manual, ad-hoc basis. No general, reusable formalisation or tool for finding common or recurrent alteration regions in a CGH-array dataset is currently available. We define a recurrent region as a sequence of altered probes common to a set of CGH profiles and a minimal recurrent region as a recurrent region that contains no smaller recurrent region. In many cases, the accurate determination of minimal regions of chromosomal alterations is the first, crucial step towards the identification of new oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes. If the number of array-CGH profiles to be analysed approaches a few tens, or if there are more than a few thousand array probes, it is very difficult to develop a global view of all the genomic alterations in the dataset, and therefore to identify recurrent regions of gain and loss. Characterisation of the minimal regions of alteration can also improve our understanding of tumour progression, even before identification of the genes involved. Minimal regions can be used as new variables for the analysis of array-CGH profiles, for example, to explore the patterns of copy number alterations in groups of tumours. As these minimal regions are thought to convey concise, biologically meaningful information, their use should improve both supervised and unsupervised classification analyses.
We propose a formalisation and two algorithms for computing minimal copy number alteration regions. The first step is identification -starting from normalised array-CGH data -of the chromosomal regions altered in a tumour. We recently described a method, the GLAD (Gain and Loss Analysis of DNA) algorithm [12] , for the automatic detection of breakpoints, using array-CGH profiles. GLAD assigns a status (Gain, Loss or N ormal) to each chromosomal region. We now describe two algorithms that compute recurrent alteration regions from such the sets of discretised profiles generated by GLAD. The first one, MAR, efficiently computes all minimal recurrent alteration regions from a set of discretised profiles. MAR may identify too many minimal regions (see section 4), the manual validation of which may be time-consuming for biologists. In such situations, the tumour biologist may have expert knowledge concerning what makes an alteration region relevant. It may be possible to express this knowledge as a set of simple constraints, such as a minimum frequency of a given alteration region in a dataset, or the Associate Editor: Martin Bishop number of observations defining the border of the alteration region. We therefore propose a second algorithm, CMAR, that computes minimal constrained regions of chromosomal gain and loss from the discretised CGH profiles generated by GLAD. This algorithm can easily be extended to handle additional constraints. Although CMAR is less computationally efficient than MAR (quadratic rather than linear in terms of the number of probes describing the profiles), it should generate fewer, potentially more relevant alteration regions. The parameters of the current constraints implemented in CMAR could easily be adapted to any given dataset.
In the 2 section, we introduce the terminology and notations required for the two algorithms and present the first algorithm. The 3 section introduces a number of constraints and their properties, and presents the extension of the first algorithm to the computation of minimal constrained regions. The 4 section provides an experimental validation of the approach, using public CGH data for various types of cancer and, finally, section 5 sums up the advantages and current limitations of the method, and indicates promising directions for further research.
MINIMAL REGIONS
The notion of a minimal common alteration region has not been formalised as such in the bioinformatics community. This concept is, however, used by biologists searching for candidate genes involved in tumour initiation and progression, using data describing genomic alterations across sets of genomic profiles. We provide here a formalisation based on Formal Concept Analysis theory [9] .
Formalisation
We assume that we have, as input data, a three-value discrete matrix describing each observation in terms of gain, loss and normal probes. It is straightforward to transform such a discrete matrix into two boolean contexts, Mg and M l , describing gain and loss events in array-CGH profiles, respectively, with no loss of information. 
The computations of minimal gain and loss regions can therefore be handled as identical, independent problems. We will now illustrate our algorithms in the context described in table 1.
With this representation of the array-CGH data, recurrent gained and lost genomic regions can first be seen as rectangles of ones in two 1-0 matrices. This problem has been extensively studied in Data Mining, in the area of frequent itemset mining (see the seminal paper 1). The problem of computing closed [23] and constrained [21] patterns has recently received much attention, particularly for large and dense extraction contexts, such as those for most DNA array data [22, 3] .
The problem dealt with here is more specific: the set of probes P is totally ordered by the relationship P , where P is the ordering of probes in the genome. Consequently, the patterns of interest are not subsets of P , but are instead sequences of probes. 
We introduce the following notation for the representation and handling of our specific sequences. Given two probe attributes pi and pj, pi P pj if and only if i ≤ j. s , n2 s and s ≺ s. Symmetrically, given any two nodes, n1 and n2 ∈ L, the glb g ∈ L of n1 and n2 is such that g n1, g n2 and there is no other node g ∈ L such that g n1 and g n2 and g ≺ g .
The set of all probe sequences of P is denoted by S(P ). (S(P ), ⊆) is a lattice, isomorphic to the lattice of intervals of Some sequences of S(P ), the closed ones, are remarkable in the context M : they are the largest sequences occurring in a given set of profiles. Closed sets and sequences are useful for Data Mining because they provide a complete and compact representation of all possible solutions to a mining problem.
Formally, a closure operation on S(P ) can be defined as follows. The closure of a sequence s can be computed iteratively by intersecting the largest supersequences of s in each observation of s extension. As a consequence, a closed sequence of P , s = [pi..pj ] ∈ S(P ) of extension e, is one for which e ∩ ext(pi−1) = e and e ∩ ext(pi+1) = e. 
Note that the minimal regions are the smallest elements of this lattice. The sequential organisation of probes in the genome could be used to design an efficient algorithm for detecting minimal regions.
Computing minimal regions
This algorithm, MAR is based on a transformation of the context, provided that the computation of minimal zones does not require access to the extension of probes, and requires only knowledge concerning changes of extension in the genome: breakpoints. This approach is conceptually similar to the traditional definition of minimally altered regions based on multiple alignments of alterations. In this case the region is the intersection of the aligned alterations, and is therefore delimited by the breakpoints that narrow down the intersection the most. fig. 1 ). This algorithm clearly has complexity in O(NO * NP ) with NO the number of observations and NP the number of probes. EXAMPLE 4. Lin = {p1, p3, p5, p7, p10, p11} and Lout = {p1, p3, p5, p6, p8, p10, p11}. Note that if the genome studied consists of several chromosomes and if we set the constraint that a region does not overlap two chromosomes, the above algorithm will be iteratively applied to all chromosome in the genome.
CONSTRAINED MINIMAL REGIONS
The definition of gain/loss regions above may yield a large number of minimal regions (see section 4), the manual validation of which may be time-consuming for biologists. Biologists may have expert knowledge about what constitutes a relevant alteration region that is much more useful than a frequency test. We therefore introduce the notion of a minimal constrained region, which extends the definition 5 to regions that satisfy a particular combination of properties C = C1, . . . , Cn.
DEFINITION 7.
A region r is minimal for the conjunction of constraints C = C1, . . . , Cn if and only if r satisfies each Ci, 1 ≤ i ≤ n and there is no region r , r ⊂ r such that r satisfies C.
Constraints -Properties for use in the search for minimal regions
We have identified the following constraints as relevant for finding recurrent chromosomal regions of gain/loss. These constraints concern either the sequence or the extension of the region:
• Minimum/maximum frequency of the region in M
• Minimum/maximum size of the region in number of probes
• The region's extension contains/does not contain a given observation • The region is well bounded (see definition 9)
The first three of these constraints are intuitive and have been extensively studied in the domain of data mining (see, among others [6] ). Some of these constraints are anti-monotone with respect to set inclusion (⊆), and can be used to search the lattice efficiently for subsets of P (and of sequences of P ) satisfying these constraints. These constraints can be used to search efficiently for constrained closed sequences, avoiding the exploration of parts of the search space that cannot contain solutions, based on current information collected during the search. For instance, if a set or sequence of probes does not satisfy an anti-monotone constraint C, there is no need to explore and evaluate its supersequences, because they will not satisfy C. In particular, if a sequence s is infrequent in a given context M , all supersequences of s are infrequent in M , and need not be evaluated.
Other properties of constraints may be useful for improving the efficiency of pattern search (e.g. monotone or convertible constraints [21] ), but are not dealt with in this paper (see supplementary material for a discussion). For instance, our experience with CGH data analysis led us to use the following constraint, which is neither antimonotone nor monotone, but is nonetheless essential for selecting relevant regions. Well boundedness is not anti-monotone, as demonstrated in the above example.
The above definition can be relaxed to the following definition, which is more suitable for our biological context. This definition is illustrated in figure 3 of appendix 1. Computing constrained minimal regions is a more complex problem than computing minimal regions, as demonstrated by the example 6. If the problem is defined exclusively in terms of antimonotonic constraints, the MAR algorithm can be used to find all minimal regions, and those minimal regions satisfying the antimonotonic constraints can then be selected However, if non antimonotonic constraints are involved, a level-wise exploration [16] of the R(P ) lattice should be carried out, and this exploration should be as efficient as possible. In the following, we assume, without loss of generality, that the set of constraints on the solution regions can be split into AC, a conjunction of anti-monotone constraints with respect to ⊆ and OC, a conjunction of non anti-monotone constraints for the problem.
CMAR searches R(P ), the lattice of closed probe sequences breadth first. The first sequences it considers are minimal regions, as computed with algorithm fig. 1 , because no smaller sequence of S(P ) can be closed, according to theorem 1. If a candidate region r satisfies all constraints of the problem (i.e. both AC and OC), then r is a solution. Regions that do not satisfy AC are stored to prune the search space (see figure 3) . If a region r satisfies AC but does not satisfy OC, it will be used to generate candidate regions for the next level.
When generating candidate minimal zones of level L + 1 (see fig. 3 ), the algorithm first generates all the smallest closed supersequences of regions that failed against OC at level l (step 1 of algorithm 3). It then checks that none of the resulting regions is either a superset of a smaller region already in CM R (minimality constraint) or of a region that failed against AC (anti-monotonicity of AC). 
EXAMPLE 8. Given the context of table 1 and its minimal regions for example 4, we will search for all minimal regions that have both a minimal support of 2 (AC) and are delimited in at least 2 observations (OC)
.
THEOREM 2. The above algorithm is complete -it generates all minimal closed sequences of P that satisfy the constraints of the problem.
The proof of this theorem is detailed in appendix 1 of the supplementary material.
CMAR differs from algorithms that compute closed constrained itemsets in the context of biological constraints [22, 3] , because it handles sequential data. CMAR therefore searches the lattice of intervals of [1..NP ], the size of which is NP (NP −1)/2 , i.e., much smaller than the search space for itemsets, of size 2 N P . It therefore does not need to rely on the Galois connexion used in these other approaches, to search the power-set of observations, 2 |O| , which, in most applications 1 is larger than N 2 P . The main difference between CMAR and state-of-the art sequence mining algorithms [24, 36] is the type of sequences handled. The sequences CMAR handles are totally pre-aligned on a fixed set of probes spread throughout a given genome (here, the human genome), explaining why the algorithm has a quadratic worst-time complexity, whereas the other methods handle unaligned data streams. As a consequence, CMAR requires a simpler and more efficient partial ordering and fully exploits the characteristics of the handled sequences to generate candidate closed sequences efficiently (see algorithm fig. 3 ). Finally, and unusually in the context of pattern mining [16] , this algorithm computes the most general (rather than the most specific) patterns satisfying the set of constraints.
Our approach can also be seen, from a different viewpoint, as a kind of biclustering algorithm [15] for discrete data, with the user explicitly setting constraints concerning the shape of the 1-containing rectangles that he or she wishes to extract from the 0-1 context matrix (the height of the rectangle sets the frequency threshold, the closeness constraint ensures that this rectangle has maximal width for a given set of observations, etc.). The ordering of probes in the genome optimises the efficiency of search for rectangles of 1s satisfying the constraints [10] . 1 If the number of observations to handle exceeds 20 or 30.
Complexity
The algorithm enumerates closed sequences of S(P ), starting from the smallest ones. The number of probe sequences, and therefore of regions, is finite (in the worst case, O(N 2 P )), so the algorithm terminates. It stops when no candidate regions can be generated for a given level (i.e., all closed sequences of level l are either supersequences of a region of CM R or F ailedAC). In other words, the complexity of the algorithm is in O(N 2 P ), but it is efficient as AC prunes small sequences and small sequences satisfy all the constraints of the problem. A more detailed discussion of complexity issues with CMAR can be found in appendix 2 of the supplementary material.
VALIDATION
In this section, we validate the proposed algorithms by applying them to two different public datasets, containing CGH-array data for two kinds of tumour: colorectal tumours studied with BAC arrays [20] and breast tumours studied with cDNA arrays [27] . These datasets have been handled as uniformly as possible: each dataset was first discretised, pre-processed and provided as input to the algorithms, which then computed the minimal (constrained) recurrent regions. Finally, genes were extracted from the obtained regions; the regions were visualised with VAMP software 2 and analysed manually.
Discretisation was performed using the GLAD algorithm, as previously described [12] . The default parameters of the R function glad.R were used. The status (i.e. Gain, Normal, Loss) given by the Label assignment step is used as the input for the computation of minimal recurrent regions.
Missing values, which are frequent in microarray experiments (some spots and/or clones are discarded due to poor quality), need not be preprocessed. During the minimal region computation step, unmeasured probes take the value of their neighbouring probes, as assigned by GLAD. They are therefore, by default, included in neighbouring regions.
GLAD automatically detects outliers, which are difficult to handle in the minimal region computation step: outliers may correspond to noise (e.g., mislocated probes, polymorphisms, etc.), or to highly valuable information (i.e., very narrow alteration regions). The taking into account of outliers during the minimal region computation step may yield very short (i.e., one-probe-long) regions, the statistical relevance of which it may be difficult to evaluate. For this reason, many approaches simply ignore outliers and one-probe-long regions [2] . We have implemented an outlier selection procedure (see details in appendix 3 of the supplementary material) that makes use of the distributions of gain and loss outlier log2 ratios to select gain and loss outliers with significantly large (for gain outliers) or small (for loss outliers) log2 ratios. A similar strategy has been implemented in the CLAC approach [35] . Outliers which are not selected are set to unmeasured.
All datasets were treated with both MAR and CMAR algorithms. MAR does not handle constraints and has no parameters that must be adjusted. The current version of CMAR has three such parameters: minimal frequency threshold, and the bound and margin parameters (see definition 10). These parameters can be adjusted according to the characteristics of the dataset and we describe briefly here and more precisely in the appendices, the adjustment of these parameters for the datasets studied. Firstly, a region r should have a minimum frequency of 10% in the dataset; secondly, r should be bounded on the left and right in at least two profiles. Note that these left and right delimiting profiles are not necessarily the same. These constraints are very permissive: the minimum frequency is low (i.e., much lower than the frequency used in most current approaches), making it possible to detect relevant regions with a low recurrence rate. Setting b to 2 ensures that a region is not delimited due to noise in a single profile, thereby increasing the biological relevance of the regions obtained.
Finally, as a means of setting the value for the last parameter, the margin m (see definition 10), we have studied the distribution of distances between two consecutive breakpoints on the same chromosome, for both gain and loss regions, and both in and out breakpoints (see appendix 4 and 5 of the supplementary material). Intuitively, the distance between two related in-or out-breakpoints (related in the sense that they correspond to the same region) should be smaller than the distance between two unrelated in or out breakpoints (see figure 3 in appendix 1) . The left and right margins for computing gain and loss regions can be set to the n th percentile of such distributions. Basically, increasing the margin for a given bound has the effect of both increasing the number of regions and decreasing the mean size of regions. We will discuss here the results for m equals the first quartile of breakpoint distance distributions, for both gain and loss regions. This seems to provide a good compromise between the size of the minimal regions obtained and the number of regions obtained. This value of m also gives very good results in terms of the number of known oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes occurring in the constrained minimal regions.
For both datasets and for the parameter setting described below, full lists of minimal regions, and associated genes for regions containing 20 or fewer genes, are provided in appendices 7a and 7b of the supplementary material for the Nakao et al. dataset and 8a and 8b of the supplementary material for the Pollack et al. dataset.
Colon cancer dataset
The [20] dataset describes 125 CGH profiles, generated with a resolution of 1.5 Mb, on a human array. Each sample is described in terms of 2,120 clones, 2,081 of which were selected after preprocessing. A summary of the computed minimal regions can be found in table 2.
MAR computed 142 minimal gain regions from this dataset, and 173 minimal loss regions. Based on predefined constraints, CMAR computed 121 minimal constrained regions, 55 gain regions and 66 loss regions. We found that 17% of the total number of human genes considered, as defined in appendix 3 of the supplementary material, belonged to gained regions whereas 16% of these genes belonged to lost regions. All the regions identified by 20 were identified by this algorithm, including the regions on chromosomes 8p and 20q. The mean length of gain regions was 7 BACs and 61 genes. Loss regions were slightly smaller: 5 BACs, and 46 genes. The size of the regions in BAC clones ranged from 1 to 61, with 85% of the regions containing no more than 10 BACs. Most of the oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes known to be involved in colorectal cancer are found in the minimal regions of alterations (Table 2) . Serpin genes, which have been identified as potential tumour suppressor genes, are located in the frequent minimal region of loss GS-385N22.
Breast cancer dataset
We used the dataset described by 27, for which both mRNA and DNA copy numbers had been determined with cDNA arrays. This dataset describes 41 profiles, 4 cell lines and 37 tumours, originally described in terms of 6,095 cDNA probes, including 5,758 retained after pre-processing. The cDNA technology is less sensitive for the detection of losses [4] , and this dataset seems much more noisy than the colon cancer dataset described above: before pre-processing, about 1500 minimal regions were identified in the dataset, more than 90% of which were one probe long. This high level of noise and the tendency of breast cancer tumours to display a high level of genetic rearrangement made it much more difficult to set the threshold for selecting outliers. We observed the distribution of outliers' log2 ratios for both tumoural and normal additional profiles (denoted X0, XX, XXX, XXXX and XXXXX), which the authors initially used to assess the sensitivity of the cDNA technique (the details can be found in appendix 5 of the supplementary material).
MAR computed 350 minimal gain regions and 302 minimal loss regions, whereas CMAR computed 71 altered regions, including 36 loss and 35 gain regions. These regions contained 6.4% and 1.6 % of all the genes considered, respectively. The mean lengths of the regions of gain and loss were 1.6 and 9.8 cDNA probes, respectively, or 8.7 and 34 genes, respectively. Most of the gain regions identified by 27 or known to be involved in breast cancer are found in this list: I:773724 contains CCND1, I:825577..I:783729 contains ERBB2, a close but different region, I:236059 contains GRB7. The algorithm also identified regions containing RPS6KB1, NCOA3, ABC1, TP53. Clusterin, which has been identified both as a potential oncogene and as a tumour suppressor gene, is located in the frequently lost region, I:810358. PDCD4, a putative tumour suppressor gene, is located in the frequently lost region, I:328567.. I:268258. Some of the regions frequently lost and gained seem to be fragmented, lying very close to one another (see in particular, the various regions on 8q24 and 17q, in appendix 8a of the supplementary material). Some of these neighbouring alteration regions probably correspond to a single minimal region as these two regions are separated by a single or a small number of cDNAs. This would be consistent with the findings of most studies that the minimal regions of amplification on 17q12-17q21 always contain both ErbB2 and GRB7.
DISCUSSION
As datasets describing copy-number genomic alterations in sets of samples obtained from large-scale analyses become increasingly common, the need for adequate formalisation and tools for analysing such discrete datasets is also increasing.
We propose here two algorithms dedicated to the computation of minimal recurrent alteration regions. The first computes all minimal regions observed in a set of discretised alteration profiles. We then introduced a set of constraints to increase the efficiency of selection of biologically relevant regions, generating a second algorithm designed to compute all the minimal constrained alteration regions. The identification of minimal regions is extremely important in the search for genes involved in tumour progression. If the minimal regions are small enough (i.e. do not contain too many genes), the genes located in these regions can be studied in more detail. The genes located in a region of loss can be screened for inactivating mutations in the remaining allele. The tumour biologist involved in this study established, by reviewing the literature, a list of the Table 2 . Excerpt of minimal regions for colon cancer data [20] . Each region is described with its bounding BACs (a single BAC if the region is one BAC long), its status (g for gain, l for loss), its frequency in the dataset, the gene associated with colorectal cancer tumour progression that it contains, its bounding cytobands ( most common oncogenes and tumour suppressor genes (putative or proven) involved in breast and colon tumours, and most of these genes were found to be located in the minimal regions identified. Moreover, as expected, the status of the regions (gained or lost) was consistent with the supposed function of the genes involved: "gained" for the oncogenes and "lost" for the tumour suppressor genes. Although many biological studies have handled minimal regions for cancer-related studies (e.g. [33, 31, 29, 5, 32] ), very few studies [2, 31, 7] have tried to formalise the notion of relevant recurrent minimal regions of alterations or the process for automatically computing such regions across a set of observations. 2 and 31 have made the most sophisticated attempt to date to formalise the process for computing common alteration regions in sets of CGH profiles. They introduce a method that selects relevant alteration regions based on both smoothed log2-ratios and frequency in the data. However, this method seems to focus more on high-amplitude deviations for the definition of potentially interesting regions. An empirical comparison of this method with CMAR will become possible once Aguirre et al. make their code available.
In this paper, we have dealt with datasets obtained with a BAC arrays of about 2,100 probes and a cDNA array of about 6,000 probes. Comprehensive segmental copy number arrays covering the whole genome [13] and oligonucleotide arrays [14, 11] have recently been developed. We checked the generality of our approach by applying CMAR to a dataset describing eight mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) cell line profiles, obtained with tiling BAC technology [5] . Each profile in this dataset is described in terms of 32,433 probes (each spotted in triplicate), making it possible to evaluate the scaling-up capabilities of CMAR. With the same parameters as in the publication, with the margin parameter set as for the two previous datasets (see appendix 6 of the supplementary material), CMAR obtained the regions listed in appendix 9a of the supplementary material. This informal comparison showed a good overlap with the regions obtained by 5.
The identification of minimal regions should make it possible to decrease considerably the number of variables associated with a given tumour. Rather than having to know the status of all the probes used in the array, copy number alterations can be coded as the status of the minimal regions only, reducing the complexity from 2,000-6,000 variables (in the examples we have studied) to a few tens or hundreds of variables. Machine learning or statistics techniques, which could not be applied efficiently to the initial CGH data, could be applied to the simplified dataset. We are currently extracting association rules relating combinations of alteration regions to biological (specific gene mutations) or anatomical/clinical attributes, such as the stage of tumours [28] .
This work could be developed in many different directions. First, CMAR performed well with data that had a low signal-to-noise ratio. Performance may be poorer in the presence of high levels of noise or considerable sample rearrangement, as we observed that some minimal regions computed from the Pollack dataset seemed to be fragmented, possibly due to noise. However, most of the important cancer-related genes were still found in the minimal region computed for this dataset. An additional parameter could be added to CMAR to merge these regions, as proposed by 2. This would involve minor changes to the minimal regions obtained in this case, as 10% of these regions were contiguous. This also suggests that another type of constraint may be more suitable for coping with noisy data. One such constraint might involve the computation of chromosomal regions with a high density of alterations rather than fully altered in a set of observations. Genomic alterations have recently been studied with arrays composed of 100,000 SNPs [18] or oligonucleotide arrays [14, 11] . These arrays differ from the arrays considered in this study in providing datasets with a much larger number of attributes. The CMAR algorithm, as demonstrated by the first experiment conducted on a tiling array dataset (with about 30,000 probes), should be easy to adapt to the determination of minimal regions of alteration in genomic data obtained with much denser arrays.
